
 

SECURITY TESTING CLEARANCE & ACCEPTANCE 
 
Since legislation forbids any unauthorised attempt to scan or test computerised 
systems,  _______________________________________________________ (the 
Client) formally grant Risk Factory Ltd (trading as Risk Crew) permission to perform 
the auditing and testing as requested. The term, "Systems", will be used below to 
refer to the following components: All servers, workstations, routers, networks, 
firewall, either internally or Internet connected, that Risk Factory has been asked to 
assess. 
 
The signed contract referencing this Statement of Work will constitute the Client’s 
understanding and agreement of the following subject always to the terms and 
conditions of the Agreement: 
 

1. The Client authorises Risk Factory personnel to perform an security 
vulnerability audit as defined in contract Statement of Work 

2. That, in the process of testing the security controls of the selected systems, 
excessive amounts of log messages may be generated, resulting in excessive 
log file disk space consumption 

3. That, during the attempts to penetrate the selected systems, the performance 
and throughput of the systems may be temporarily degraded 

4. That, in the process of testing, some operating system data may be changed 
temporarily because of probing certain vulnerabilities 

5. That the systems being tested may "hang" or "crash" because of the testing 

6. That the testing will include electronic attempts from the Internet 

7. That the Client accepts the responsibility for the consequences of any system 
failures caused by the audit and or associated testing 

8. That the Client accepts all risks associated with this security review of their 
systems 

9. That the practitioners may personally disclose this document of authority to a 
third party if deemed necessary 

10. That this document will be admissible as evidence if legal proceedings are 
instigated against any individual practitioner(s) of Risk Factory Ltd. 

11. That this document is required to ensure the practitioners are not liable to 
prosecution under the Computer Misuse Act, or related statutes 

 
CLIENT NAME: __________________________________________________ 
 
TITLE:               __________________________________________________ 
 
DATE:               __________________________________________________ 


